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Abstract of Thesis 

Since the foundation of the Sôka Gakkai, its history and tradition have been rewritten by its 

second and third presidents, Toda Josei and Ikeda Daisaku. This historical revision has aiso 

included the rewriting of the history of Nichiren Shoshii, the Buddhist group fiom which the 

Saka Gakkai originated. In doing so, they have defined a world-view for millions of S6ka 

Gakkai adherents. This study addresses the reesons why these leaders defined and redefined 

their tradition, and the effect constant redefinition of key concepts and beliefs within the S6ka 

Gakkai has had on the organization and its membership. This will iliustrate the Soka Oakkai 

tradition as one of justification of new reiigious activity as sanctioned by tradition, and 

rationalization of the personal power of the postwar presidents in relation to the ümage fiom 

which it claims to be derived. 
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DOMINATING TRADITION: 

SOKA GAKKAl AND THE CREATION OF HISTORY 

PRECIS AND TEXT OF THESIS 



Since the foundation of the Soka Gakkai & .fiii 9 2, its history and tradition have k e n  

rewritten and refomatted to fit with the perceived reality of those writing it. That rewriting and 

rationalizing has generally been undertaken by the presidents of S5ka Gakkai who succeeded the 

founder Makiguchi TsunesaburÔ@ Pfi Ba6 , namely Toda Josei P E3 kéi 92 , and Ikeda Daisaku 

j'& H Jr . Both of these leaders have rewritten history, not ody that of the Sbka Gakkai, but of 

Nichken ShdshB E3 SiEs , the Buddhist group âom which Sbka Gakkai originates, as well as 

the entirety of Buddhism. In doing so, they have succeeded in defining a world-view for millions 

of SÔka Gakkai adherents. 

This study addresses several issues in relation to this point. First, the reasons why the 

S5ka Gakkai leaders found it necessary to define and redefine their tradition, vis-&vis their 

predecesson within the movement itself, as well as in reiation to the older Buddhist tradition. 

Second, the matter of the motivations for rewriting history to fit with their perceived reality. 

Third, the role of the S6ka Gakkai in that exercise, and fourth, the effect this had on membm, as 

well as the perception of the movement by non-members. 

This study examines prirnary texhial evidence fiom S5ka Gakkai sources, as well as 

secondary scholarly sources, that show how the S5ka ûakkai tradition and history has been 

transformed and manipulated under the presidencies of Toda and Ikeda. The inquiry will begin 

with an examination of a major aspect of the SÔka Galdrni tradition; that of shaikubuku )fi # , 
(hg., ''forced conversion"). An examination of the di&nnt ways in which this activity has been 

defined by SÔka Gakkai authorities will provide insights into the history of the tradition. This has 

b m i  a tradition of justification and rationalkation; justification of new teligious activity as 

sanctioned by tradition, and rationalization of the personal power of the postwar presidents in 

relation to the Eneage fiom which it claims to be derivecl. 



Once again. the prisor? cell was no more. Tarla fmirrd hirnserfprt of a multitude 

gatkred to panicijmte in the Ceremony in the Air. in which the Buddha inpared to 

the world the teachirigs of the Lotcrs Suira. The ceremony tmk place in the reaim of 

the e t e d  BuabBa, h e  heiIingpkace of of/-peryqsjve universa/ l if  . ïhe number of 

the mdtitude taiting pan egualed the d of coarntless thous411ds of Ganges rivers. 

In the midd of the throng stooda reqdernient gohlen L b - G o h o ~ ~ n .  And Tarb was 

thure. 

Ikeda Daisalni, w ~ u m a n -  Vol. II, p. 138. 

This is a passage from the biography of Toda JoseiP H a!& ( 1900-1958), the second 

president of SoX Gakkai fliJ@qs , and the leader responsible for transforming the organization 

fiom a srnail collective concemed with educational refonn into lapan's largest and fastest growing 

post-war religious movement. w e v C i l u t i 9 0 ,  written by the current president of Sbka 

Galdrai, ilceda Daisaku H Afi(1928 - ), is a multi-volume historical novel that describes the 

growth of the movement fiom the immediate pst-war period up to the death of Toda in 1958. 

ev-, as well as other works written by Sbka Gakkai presidents, is not simply a 

work of historical fiction. It serves a speafic function, one that wiiî be the central conceni of this 

paper. Through writing this book, Ikeda Daisaku has created history. The book estabüshes his 

immediate predecessors as holders of sacred wisdom, and thediore effectively justifies himself as 

leader of a spirituai community. Through the course of the book, Ikeda d e s  it clear that he is 

the exclusive chosen successot to the mlightcncd nile of bis teacher and mentor, Toda Josei. 

Simply put, Ikeda created a history that serveci bis n d s  as suprane authority in the Soka M. 

This is not a surprising phenornenon. Indeed, mitm versions of the past that substantiate 

claims ofauthority is a phenomenon that can no doubt be identifid in ail religious traditions. 

Within the context of this study, howevcr, it is a pattern that is easity identifiecl in the writings of 

the S5ka Gakicai leadership, and before t h  in the tradition of Nichiren ShÔshÜ, fiom which Sbka 

Gakkai is derived. 



This analysis of the creation of Soka Gakkai history will involve examination of textual 

evidence that illustrates the manner in which the difFerent leaders of Saka Gakkai have defined the 

movement, and will be focused around several central questions: 

First, there is the question of the manner in which the three Sbka Gakkai president s create 

their own tradition. Focusing specifically on the second and third presidents, Toda and Ikeda, this 

will entail an analysis of how each has written a dEerent version of religious history. This was 

accomplished through the creation of new texts, the rewriting and editing of previously written 

work, and the quieting of past works that do not conform to new versions of the tradition. This 

M v e d  not only constant revision of traditions and practices that define S6ka Gakkai, but also 

rewriting the lineage and history ofNichken ShWÜ B SES, and with it the entirety of 

Buddhism. 

Another question with regard to the way in which history was rewritten is the rnanner in 

which S6ka Ga& has been presented differently during the presidencies of Makiguchi 

Tsunesaburo lS[ Li %3d[(  ( 1871 - WM, the revered founder), Toda and Ikeda. SGka Gakkai has 

been a very different organization under each of these figures. There will be a detailed 

examination of the ways in which Slka Gakkai was uniquely altered by each leader. This inquiry 

will begin with an examination of a single word, shhbuikrc KfR(Eng. "forced conversion"), 

which has been of great concem to SGka Gakkai shce its reformation after the second World 

War. 

Since its revitalization &a World War II, Saka Gakkai bas undergone many changes. 

This audy will be primarily concemecl with the penod of Soka Gakkai history beginning around 

the last years of the second president, Toda Josei, up to the first few years of Ikeda Daisaku's 

presidency, a period spanning fiorn roughly 1957 und 1967, addressing the creation of Saka 

Gakkai lineage and history within this context. The scope of this study is limited for the sake of 

clarity and in the interest of the value of an indepth analysis over that of a generd surwy. This 

period of time was pivotal fut the organîation, and a detdeâ examination of it is most 

appropriate to demonstrate the historical revision undertaken by Saka Gakkai. 

During that ten-year period tbere were rnany reversais and changes in doctrine, activities, 

officiai history and the dennition of important religious nommclature. For the members of a 



religious community, the change of personal leader necessarily entaiis the adoption of a new 

ideological view of the world. The new leader impmses his own style on the organization, 

resulting in rnany profound changes. For the individual member, this can be likened to the trauma 

associated with moving h m  one country to another. New aistoms and protocols have to be 

observed, language and tenninology is adopted, and what was once praiseworthy, even holy, may 

become forbidden. In order to maintain one's status as a devout member, one must adjust to 

these changing circumstances, or nina ostracism. Many are no doubt lefi confuseci, perhaps 

even feel betrayed, by such radical changes. It is certain that S a  Gakkai changed in this 

dramatic fhshion when each of its three presidents came to power. 

One of the ways in which the continuous refomulation of Solra Gakkai doctrine, and the 

rationaiization of its changing religious behaviour, can be most interestingly anaîyzed is in the 

definition of and importance placed on the terni s h h b u h .  This word is made up of two 

characters, which individuaüy mean to break (fi, shah or setm, literally a hand with an axe), and 

to lie face down (R, fi& titeraily a man lying down iike a dog). It is therefore easy to see why 

it is oflen translateci into English as "forced conversion". Yet, despite its iiteral meaning, there 

are dmost as rnany definitions given for the term shakubuhi as there are sources that describe it. 

In the foUowing section, the many definitions of the tenn by scholars and by Saka Gakkai shall be 

examineci. 

Shakubuku has ofkn ban  digned by Saka GakkPi's detractors as a technique of 

forceful conversion, o h  equated with the so-called "brainwashing" praaices of religious groups 

deemed dangerous. Stones abound fiom the time of Toda's presidency. and also fiom the first 

decades of ïkeda's leadership, of members harassing potential converts at their homes a dl  hours 

of the night, of htimidating rival religious groups? and other unsavoury practices'. It is because of 

these accounts, spread widely by the Japmese news media and anti46ka ûdhi groups abroad, 

l This has led to the publication of muiy works in Japanese critical of the SOka Gakkai and 
its cunent president, Ikeda Daisaku. One of the most famous of these books is: Fujiwara, 
Hirotatm. S n  ( S a  Gakkai wo Iuni Bi1%+% E lli 45 ), translatai fiom 
the Japanese by Worth C. Grant. Tokyo: Nihin Hoda Co., 1970. 



that the term shakubuku has corne to have negative associations arnongst the public at large. 

Within Soka Gakkai, however, especially in the period of Toda's presidency and in the first 

decade after his death, the practice of shakubuku was, and perhaps still is, considered central to 

the activities of Saka Gakkai members. Along with chaming the daimoh a (the @ables nmn- 

rnydhbret~ge-ky~ nJi@#;4S)f, meant to symbolue the essence of the Lotus Sutra), the most 

meritorious religious activity is the conversion of others to the faith, defined prunarily as the 

practice of shakubuku. It is informative how the term shakubuku is dehed differentiy &y both its 

supporters and detractors. This one word has been defineci in tems that are, in some cases, 

diametrically opposed. The foiiowing section will outline as completely as possible the definitions 

of shakubuku found in the sources listed in the bibliography, and will examine the implications of 

those different definitions of this centrd term. 

Most scholars writing in English on the subject of shakubuku translate it as "to break d o m  

and convefi". Other translations include "to conquer evil aggressively'", to "bend and cause to 

s~brnit"~, and "to destroy and conquer'". The term shakubuku is first mentioned in two texts 

known as the ~hornangv~% & & and the Daittichigy6 El athat predate Nichiren. 

' Naylor, Christina. "Nichiren, Imperidism, and the Peace Movement." JaDanese Jounialnf 
S m  18, March 1991, p. 52. 

Bloom, Alfied. "Observations in the Study of Contemporary Nichiren Buddhism." 
in J- Vol. 6, No. 1, March 1965, p. 65. 

International Institute for the Study of Religions, ed. "Stika Gakkai and the Nichiren Shb . . Sect." m, Vol. 1, No. 1, March 1960, p. 55. 

' A commentary on the SNnala sutra traditionaiiy attributed to Shotoku Taishi 
(574622). The contents of this cornrnentary are summarwd in Mochizuki Shink6 S H EP, ed. . .  - a*. Daiinen fiR(1\ &$ , Vol. 3. Kyato: Sekai Seiten Kangyb Kyokai 
#kas Flfitd $ , 1958, p. 2775. Alsa, sk de Bary, WiUiam Thdore,  ed- .. . *. New York: Vitage Books, 1969, p. 263. 

A seven-volume esoteric Buddhin text from Tangdynasty Chiaa. See Matsumura, Akira 
&Hg, ed. @&if , 2d ed. T6kyb: SanseidO Z$g, 1995. 



Shakubuku is presented in these texts in comection with a paralie1 term, shoju Eq, literally 

"acceptance'". Sh6, or sessuna ET 6 ,is an altemate fonn of tom a, the verb "to take", or 

"to puii". Ju, or ukeru %If à, is the verb "to receive". The combination of these characters 

could be interpreted as a passive, yet willing, reception of teachings, in contra to the being 

broken dom and forcefiilly converteci. 

S hakubuku was originally used by Nichiren El a (c. 1222 - 1282) to designate the 

intolerant, aggressive methods needeâ to convert the foîlowers of other, "hereticai" Budâhist 

denominations, while shGju was a tolerant approach whereby people were to be convinceci to 

convert by moral suasion'. The term shakubuku largely fell out of use d e r  Nichken's death, and 

was revived after World War II by Sôka Gakkai. In S6ka Gakkai literature of Toda's period, it is 

generally rnaintained that in the current days ofmuppüg *E, the time of the degeneration of the 

law of the Buddha, only shakubuku would be an effective means ofconvincing non-believers to 

adopt the observance of True Buddhism. 

Though shakubuku is generally associated exclusively with Saka Gakkai, some scholan 

have noted that some Nichiren sects outside of S6ka ûakkai use that term to indicate their foms 

of proselytizing activities. Tanaka Chigaku BI Ct, @y, a Nichiren ptiest of the Meiji era whose 

ideas were later adopted by prominent members of the Japanese military, advocated the forced 

conversion of people in countries outsidc Japan, and dehed nich activities as shakubuku. The 

' International Institute for the Study of Reiigions, "Sbka Gakkai and the Nichken Sh6 Sect", 
p. 5 5 ,  and Brannen, Noah S. "FaIse Retigions, Forced Conversions, Iconoclasm." . . -, Vol. 5, No. 3, Sept- 1964, p. 242. 

' The Kamakura @Beni (1 185-1 33 1 ), during which Nichiren lived, was thought by many 
J a p ~ e s e  religious figures to faIl near the beginning of m a p p  i/i&, the third age of Buddhism, in 
which we stilî live today. This is an age wherein the teachings of the historical Buddha have fgllen 
away, and the world has entered a period of violence and chaos. Such religious founders as 
Nichinn El a, Honen &#$(founder of Jodoshù *L%), and ~hinran & (founder of 
Jadoshinshii bdieved that n q p  ha-  begun in 1052, the time of the Wl of the Heian . .. 
era. S a  Hum, Nicbimi pp. 93-94 



whote m h  was to be wiited around Japan, using "the Lotus Sutra and the sword." Japan, with 

its "unbroken line" of Emperors inherited fiom i m u  *&, had a unique destiny to "guide and 

induce every countv in the world" to accept the teachings of Nichiren. Tanaka was renowned as 

a fhnatical Japanese ~tionalist, a monk who put the worship of the Emperor and the promotion of 

the Iapanese state ahead of loyalty to Buddhist practice. He wrote that there was great danger in 

such "impure t hings as Chinese thoughts or foreign theories that defom the basis of the State", 

and that hope Iay in the "refinemeat of Japanese purified imports" to uphold a great and "pure" 

Japanese power. It was members of the Japanese military in the 1920's and 1930's who sought to 

implement this vision across East hialo.  

In later decades, the term shakubuku became cornmonplace, not just in Japan, but 

wherever Soka Gakkai became active. As is reponed by scholars studying Sôka Gekkai as a 

religious phenornenon in the contemporary West, the act of converthg non-believers to the faith 

is designate- by the Japanm word shakubuku", to the extent that the terni has nitered the 

The iiteral and histoncal interpretations of shakubuku stated above differ greatly fkom 

those providecl by Saka G W  sources. Official terminology fiom around the tirne of Toda's 

death through the first years ofIkedays presidency tend to be as follows: "The mercihl deed of 

saving those who are troubled with various kinds of misfortunes arising fiom heretical 

 religion^"'^. Toda defines "shaku" as "to correct one's evil mind," and "buku" as "to convert one 

'O Naylor, Christina. 'Uichiren, Imperialism, and the Peace Movement.", pp. 54-55. 

* .  a O œ . . '' See especially Hurst, Jme D. . . 
a New Rdiaous hlpyemmt. New York: Garland Pubüshing, 1992. 

0 1 Snow, David Men. of o f t h e b  l96û- 
1975. New York: Garland Pubüshing, 1993, and Wilson, Bryan and Dobbiaere, b e l .  A T o i  

The S O S  0 . . . Word: Mord University Press, 1994. 

0 

l2 White, James Wilson. m. StSociav.ord, CA: Stanford 
University Press, I W O ,  p. 82. 



to his good mind"13. It is conceivable that this definition is denved fiom an examination and 

rationalkation of the individual characters, as images of hands wielding axes and people forced to 

lie prostrate could have beai constmed by Toda as inferring a judicious use of force in the interest 

of converthg people to the teachings of SGka Gakkai. 

The fiRa&, the "Handbook of Forcible Conversion" produced by 

Toda in the years before his death, outlines the mission of shakubuku as one "to discover the 

pemicious character of heretical seas and to invite aîi to worship the Dai-Gohonzon 

Ami&#''   rom the point of Mew of believers in Nichiren Sh&hÜ, those who are not 

followers of "True Buddhism" are condemned to a homble fate. They will never achieve 

enlightenment, and wiU suffi in terrible ways during this Metirne and in succeeding ones. 

Shakubuku is therefore an act of mercy, an attempt to save one who is unaware of the danger he 

or she is in. It is equated with "a kind offorcehl urging as in the case where a child may be about 

to fall off a precipice or into a river"". It is also equated with the urging of a stem father. This is 

behaviour analogous to that of Nichiren Daishonin B Sk!5@hl6, who is interpreted by Toda as a 

type of universal father-figure. The teachings of Nichiren are perceived by Toda as "a father's 

noble affection", in contrast to the gentle, motherly teachings of the histoncal Buddha Sakyamuni. 

The more gentle teachings are inappropriate for this t h e  of degradation; more suitable is the 

scolding we receive fiorn the fatherly ~ichiren". Thus, in adopting an urging, forcefiil attitude, 

l3 Toda, Josei. m e  on & S w a  Cbaptecs - - . Tokyo: S e i w  Press, 
1968, p. 48. 

l4 SOka Gakkai KyOgakubu #@?S#WB, EI, ShakubukufR#k&- fokye, 
1966, pp. 282-284. 

lS Bloom, CbObservations in the Study of Contemporary Nichiren Buddhism," p. 65. 

l6 Sôka Gakkai Kyogakubu, p. 244. Nichiren DaishOnin (Great 
Master Nichiren) is the reverential title used by foliowers of Nichiren Shoshù. 

l' Toda, Josei. W e  on the S m  p. 144. 



one adopts the personal attributes of the Etemal Buddha Nichiren. This is a phenornenon that will 

be discussed in detail later in this paper. 

Such urging is necessary, for the consequences of not adopting the faith are truly dire. 

Solra Gakl<ai literature is replete with cautionary tales of people who denounce the Nichiren 

Shôshü tradition and foolishly folîow "heretical" religions. For instance, Toda maintained that by 

believing in infenor religions, children contract polio". Ikeda's opus, 3, is 

peppered with rnany testimonials of members who suffered financial ruin, the death of loves ones, 

disease and other calamities. In such instances, the meruber's are advised by Toda that their bad 

luck is a result of Nichiren Daishônin's displeasure with them, usually as reprimand for their 

negligence in their religious practicelg. Thus, it is not difticuit to see how foîiowers of S6ka 

Gakkai could be convinced that the forced conversion of their fnends and neighbours is an a d  of 

mercy and compassion, despite protests to the contrary by prospective converts. 

Indeed, Toda made other bold statements designeci to convince Sbka W a i  foilowers 

that conversion of fiiends and famiiy was not simply meritorious, but a matter of urgency. "If you 

practice shakubuku on your friends, you will be able to be boni with them in the next existence of 

Me, where you will believe in the true faith togethe?'." Thus, whiîe the praaice of conversion of 

others is primarily rneant to produce benefits in this lifetirne, it also ensures good fortune in the 

next. More sinister than this, however, is the threat that one will not be rebom with one's fnends 

and family if one does not practice shakubuhi on them, and thus one d l  abandon them to a 

lesser existence that doubtkss awaits them in the future. If a member does not practice 

shakubuku on those held dear, he or she is destinecl to 10% them, and remain done in friture 

existences. The message is clearly stated by Toda: "you are rquired to convert your famil$' ." 

l9 For example, see Ikeda, Daisaku, The Rev- Vol 1, New York: 
Weatherhill, 1982, pp. 1 13-1 14. 

*' Toda, p. SutraW. 



An important addition to this equation are Toda's comments on the relationship between 

the converter and the converted in future existences. The converter wiil be rebom into a happy, 

healthy existence, replete with fortune and a successttl business. According to Toda, fnends âom 

past existences will be rebom as housemaids, or possibly as the S6ka Gakkai member's 

chauffep. Thus, those who are one's pers or superiors in this üfe will be in a subsenient 

position in the next existence, a result of having been converteà through shakubuhi. This is a 

reveaüng staternent by Toda. The act of conversion, while being dehed as an act of mercy, is 

essentially one of domination. What is portrayed on the surface as an act of love for the other is, 

ultimately, an attempt to seize conad of that person, in this life and in the next. 

What is notable about this domination is that it is not voluntary; the Saka Gakkai member, 

aware of the consequaces of not following the fkith, is compelled to conva his or her loved 

ones, or lose them. This is confusing a nfst, because the primary message king communicated is 

a vision of anpowerment through practice. The material befits  of foUowing Saka Gakkai 

practice are constantly stressedu, in addition to the promise of attaining Buddhahood in this 

lifétirne. However, fada's wcitings on the subject make it ckar that there aie only two paths: 

shahbuku or misery. 

This matter of dominance is multiiayereâ. On the one hand, the responsibility of the 

person practicing shakubuku is very much like that of a parent with a srnail child. in converting 

another, one is in a dominant roie, able to exen one's influence on and superiority over another. 

However, like a parent, one's donillionce and superiority are not wuithout their dom side. It is 

not voluntary dominance; it is a great respoosibility, and at times a great burden, and it is a 

position that cannot be reriounced. Similady, shakubuku can also be a burden, in that it is 

incumbent upon the S8ka GPkkai member to continue to seek the conversion of loved ones, no 

matter what the obstacles may be. 

For instance, "1 recommend you accumulate good fomme in this life so that in the next 
&ence of We, you u be €mm into a fâmiiy possessing five Cadillacs." mid. p. 100. 



Distinct fiom this, however, is the sense that shakubuku is undertaken by the Saka Gakkai 

member for reasons that are plainly les than selfless. The practice of shakubuku is superior to 

parenthood in that the rewards are many times greater. Not only does one gain the satisfaction of 

merit derived fiom attaining the salvation of another, but one is also rewarded with material 

wealth and the promise of eniightmment in this life, as weli as a guarantee of dominance over that 

person in a funre We. Thus, whiîe raising children is not necessarily without seKcentered 

motivations and rewards, in moa people's formulations these rarely translate into assurances for 

fùture existences or guarantees of material success in this one. 

Another aspect of the selfish nature of shakubuku is that it ewres that the member will 

never be left aione. By converting those people who are most cherished in this life, they will 

rernain with the member in future lives, e n s u ~ g  that he or she is never without the codort of 

th& presence. However, any codict that may be present in this incarnation will be eliminated in 

the next, because the rnember will be in a position of power over them; those who are 

quarrelsome now will be happily subservient in the future. 

As was mentioned briefly above, it appears as if, in practicing shakubuku, the Sôka Gakkai 

member is adopting behaviour and attributes ofNichiren himself This can be interpreted as 

directly related to the adoption of the role of a parent over the prospective convert. The 

paternalistic implication in Toda's writing is clear, the stem rebukes of a father are more desirable 

and efficacious than the gentle persuasions of a mother. The âither is strong and capable, the 

mother is weak. The Soka Gakkai is by no means unique in implying a preference for the male 

over the fernale. indeed, it may be atgued that there are almost no non-paternalistic religious 

groups, especially in Japon. Toda's reference to Nichiren as a " p a t d '  figure, dominant over 

the "matemal" teachings of Sakyarnuni, is emphasized in this study for its relevance to the manner 

in which Nictiiren's identity and authority are adopted by S6ka ûakkai, not as an illustration of 

gender bias. 

When one irnitates Nichen's amtude and behaviour, one f'unctions in a manner in kecping 

with the severe paternalistic methods aecessary for this time of the deche of the Buddha's law. 

More than this the Solra Gakkai member, when he or she is mftsed with the words and actions of 

the Eternal Buddha, dominates the aiith in a personal way. In a sense, the member becmes 



Nichiren. He or she attains mastery over the religion, and transfom into a powerfùl paternalistic 

figure, more powertiil than any ordinary hurnan. The personality and charisma of this powerful 

religious figure are co-opted to suit the individual needs of the S6ka Gaklai member. 

This mode of personal domination of the religious tradition of Soka Gakkai is also in 

evidence in the practice of chanting dairnoku. Saka Gakkai literature constantly stresses the 

efficacy of daily repeated chanting of the seven sacred syllables, nm-my~hû-renne-@a, t hat 

Nichiren claimed were the supreme essence of the Lotus Sutra. Saka GaWrai texts declare that 

through chanting the daimoku, every wish wiîl corne me2! Diseases will be c d ,  businesses 

will prosper, and üfe in general will be tiill of happiness? As with the practice of shakubuku, 

through chanting the daimoku, an entire religious tradition is channeled into serving the needs of a 

single individual. Thus, the act of engaging in S6ka Gakkai religious practice is itseîf an act of 

domination. It must be attractive for an individual seeking a sense of superiority and power in his 

or her life to fée1 that a religious tradition, with al1 of its accompanying majesty and sense of 

power and purpose, is under theu personal control. It is conceivable that this is a major attraction 

of S5ka Gakkai to those who join. 

It must be stressed, then, that the fath propagated by the Soka Gakkai is patently nef 

altmistic. Its purpose is to serve those who persody engage in its practice and prosetytization. 

As an example of this S8ka Gakkai avoids ongoing large-de official charity-related activities. 

They do not sponsor any hospitais, the Boy Scouts, or any other such organizationz6. Overdl, 

there is no sense that practice itselfis intrinsically valuable. An action is only as good as what it 

produces, and shakubuku is no exception. 

" See Ibid. p. 207, in the appendix written by Ikeda Daisaku, entitled "Every Wish Cornes 
True." 

For instance, ïkeda wrote that "there are no diseases that cannot be cured through faith 
in True Buddhism." Ikeda, DaisPlni. m e  m. Tokyo: Seikyo Press. 1%6, p. 99. 

" From an interview with Tony Meers, Vice-Chairpason of SGI Canada, Febniary 15: . . 
1995. recorded rt length in McLauBhim, Levi. 9 
C- (publication forthcoming, manuscript 1995). 



Toda's writhgs on the subject of forcehl conversion are of an imperious sometimes 

vitriolic character. Ikeda's writings on the subject, however, are of a diaerent nature. In his 

-, there is a section entitled "Happy Shakubuku", in which the practice is 

describeci as "an austere practice of Buddhism"". His "guidance" in this matter is to insmict 

members affectionateiy, to change th& bad karma. Says Ikeda, one gains satisfaction in 

succeeding in the difficult task of shalaibuku, with the sense of self-satisfaction one gains from a 

job weiî done. In relation to this, success in this practice is tikened to anaining very high grades in 

university entrance examinations. This is in stark contrat to the cornparisons drawn by Toda, 

who was more inclineci to liken success at stlakubuku to a grand victory over the dark forces of 

the universe, 

Indeed, it is interesting to note that Ikeda stresses that shalnibuku is "real" only if it is 

difficult. This is, of course, useful guidance for a leader to give to his or her membership to 

encourage them to persevere in the face of opposition. The emphasis in ikeda's writings is 

different fiom that of Toda. Toda's primary focus appears to be on convincing every person of 

the absolute supremacy of Nichiren Shoshu Buddhism, as the tradition is interpreted by hun, by 

whatever means necessary. The litnature explainhg the importance of conversion is taken up 

with explanations of the benefits accrued thereby, as well as the dire consequences of not 

conforming to his vision. Ikeda's mitings are more light-hearted in tone. It is true that Ikeda 

defines Nichiren Shoshii as "the religion of shakubuku," and ciaims that the world will become 

aabilited around the "pillar" of shakubuku, creating unity in a chaotic japm2'. However, he 

stresses that members should r e m  fiom "any shakubuîcu which requires excessive etfort on your 

part," and that they should not "overstrain in achieving," but rather should speak in accordance 

with ability? Replacing the sense of urgency conveyed by Toda is an attempt to proclaim an 

" Ikeda, Daisaku. GuidanceMnm>. Tokyo: Seikyo Press, 1966, p. 129. 

"m, pp 140, 143. 

pp. 148,180. 



equanamious vision, in which the mercifiil teachgs of Nichiren are propagated to dl the people 

of the world in a gentle manner. 

Several years after the death of Toda, Ikeda began to emphasize bis own interpretation of 

shahibuku, and Toda's writings on the subject becarne increasingly diacuh to find. At the 

twenty-ninth general meeting of Saka Gakkai, on May 3, 1966, Ikeda gave a speech that stressed 

moderation fint. Henceforth, shakubuku was to be accomplished by conversion through 

exemplary model, not forceful activity? Subsequently, shakubuku was dehed in increasingly 

fiiendly. if ambiguous, terrns. Instead of harshly condemnllig those who did not submit to 

conversion, shakubuku was about creating a "heart-wanning intedow of trust and muhial 

understanding"." Gone were the forceful rhetoic and bald promises of unlimited riches. There 

was no more the handbook on forced conversion; instead there was the 

Guidance. Graduaily, discussion of shalaibuku in Ikeda's work appeared les frequently. 

Recently, stress has been put alrnost exclusively on the practice of shôju, or acceptance of 

teachings based on logicai argument and reason. 

Nonetheless, underlying Ikeûa's gentler message ofpeace and love is the same therne of 

ciornination discussed in reference to Toda's works. Special emphasis is p l a d  on propagation 

internationaiiy, especially in Asia: "If you go to 0th- Asian countries as Buddhist missionaries, 

Sakyamuni and T'ien-t'ai will be pleased, and Nichiren Daishônin, the true Buddha of 

rnapp6, will be ove~joyed~~." indeed, in Ikeda's vision, the domination of those who brhg abwt 

conversions over those converteci is expanded fiom personal to national: "...each of us ought to 

o b w e  strictly the teachings of Nichiren Daish6 imi... and practice Shakubuh throughout our 

. . 0 " Murata, Kiyoaki. lapan's N m  B m -  
New York: Weatherhi11, 1 %9, p. 128. 



whole lives for the sake of our sons and daughters, posterit-. . .thereby contributhg toward world 

peace by letting others biow the superiority of Japanese people33." 

Soka Gakkai has been accused of harbouring nationalistic and militaristic sentiments. 

There was a great deal of controversy surrounding the establishing of the political wing of the 

movement that came to be known as the KÔmeiti5 f i W  )a(Clean Governrnent Party), and 

concems were raised, and continue to be raised, regarding perceived transgressions of laws 

separating religion and state. Indeed, the statements quoted above, as well as such bald 

declarasions fiom Ikeda as "1 am ruiet of lapan, the supreme authorityu" in regard to his 

perceived personal power, might well lead one to this conclusion. If, however, one were to 

observe S6ka Gakkai's religious activity from the point of new of S5ka Gakkai doctrine, it is 

apparent that the sentiment being expressed is more all-encompassing than Japanese nationdism. 

The importance of spreading the doctrine to al1 people, known in Saka Gakkai as kose~i-mfiî 

Gf R*, is based on the Saka Gakkai view of the nature of the universe. That is to say, Saka 

Gakkai places its religious beliefs and goals at a higher premium than domestic political concems. 

There is no doubt that S6ka ûaJckai sought political power, and gained it, domestically. 

However, in the more than thirty years that it has been active politically, and in al1 of its deaiings 

in countries outside of Japan, there has been no evidence of an attempt to reinvoke Japanese 

militarism. The emphasis has always been on k m @  - the evangelization of the earth - and 

the spread of the personal influence of the SUka Galckai president. 

The fact that the term shakubuku has various and highly contrasting definitions in S6ka 

Gakkai dustrates a major characteristic of the tradition. That is, its constant manipulation of 

history to confonn with the present. A word with a iiteral meanhg of "to break and convert" 

came to mean "an act of love destin4 to break the evii religion in those converted" in the time of 

Toda, to "a heart-waming interflow of mist and mutual understanding" under ikeda. The 

activities of propagation d e r n i  as essentiai by Toda are described as unaesirable by Ikeda. 

" Ikeda, Dai&. &, Vol 1. T6ky6: SeikyO Press, 1%2, p. 94. 

" White, S s ,  p. 229. 



Both presidents, however, daim to be perfect exemplars of the Nichirm Shbshù tradition, to the 

extent that they are themselves viewed by their membership as enlightened beings. It is wortb 

considering how these obvious connadictions can be accounted for, and how the dflerences 

betwem the two leaders are justified. 

It is apparent that Sbka Gakkai under Ikeda is dramatically M e r n t  than it was under 

Toda. Similarly, the organization was stiil radicaiiy dEerent under the leadership of its first 

president and founder, Makiguchi TswiesabuG. The transformation of the organization is due to 

many factors, including such obvious things as the shüts that have occurred thoughout the mtire 

world over the course of the .  One of the mon important ways in which to exarnine these changes 

is to identify how SÔka Gakkai has continually defined itsaf vis-a-vis its own heritage and 

traditions. Under each of its three presidents, SUka Gakkai has been a very diffaeat group. Yet, 

despite its misions, the leadership of Saka Gakkai has always portrayeci it as being unâilteringly 

loyal to the Nichirm Shôshii tradition. Each new regime has therefore had to rewrite and redefine 

not only its own authority, but the entire history of the Sbka OaW<ai movement, the Nichken 

Shoshü tradition, and the history of Buddtiism as a whole. The foliowing section addresses the 

manner in which history has ken revised to fit the perceived reality of those h t h g  it, and the 

ways in which the presidents of Sôka Gakkai, especially Toda and Ikeda, asserted their authority. 

It aiso examines how the S6ka Gakkai lineage was defined and solidified as a resuh of tbis 

process. 

In establishing himself as the head of the newiy-fomulated Sôka GaWrai immediately &er 

Worid War II, Toda not only extensively redetmed the history of the group, but t b t  of the 

entirety of Buddhism. In his Lecture and in the Toda clearly 

reinforceci the notion originaliy espoused within Nichiren ShbshO that N i c h  is aot only the 

Buddha of the age of m m ,  but is the "Eternai Buddha". Nichiren is the source of al1 

eniightenment, and Sakyamuni, the hisiorid figure known to allother Buddhists as the primory 

Buddha ofthis existence, was a transitional figure. This is, obviously, in conflict with other 

Buddhist traditions, hcluding other Nichirenderived groups. As d&ed by Toda, Nichiren is the 

True Buddha of the infiaite past. Sokyamuni attained d i g h t m e n t  by studying with Nichiren in 



the etemal past". Mer Toda made this statement establishg Nichiren's tme identity, to regard 

Nichiren as anything 0 t h  than the Eternal Buddha was confhned as heretical by Saka Gakkai. 

Other Nichiren sects commonly held that Nichiren was the Bodhisattva JGgyô k'ljSE (Visista- 

caritra), who was present at Vulture Peak during the delivery of the Lotus Sutra by Sakyamuni. 

ûthers hold that he was simply an extraordlliary and courageous man? Toda reinforced the 

"Buddafication" of Nichiren that was begun in the 18' century by the Nichiren Shôshü 

priesthood, codirrning him as the founbtion fiom which ai l  future eniightened beings would 

emerge. 

Toda based his belief on the clah that it was revealed to him personally. The opening 

quotation of this paper, as recorded by Ikeda, explaias that Toda was personally present at the 

moment of revelation of the Lotus Sutra. Furthemore, in his m e  Toda 

elaborates on his revelation. At his defivery of the Lotus Sutra to the assembled muhitudes of 

Bodhisattvas and fiuitastical creatures at Vulture Peak, Sakyamuni revealed that he had been 

inrtnicted by Nichiren in the eternai past. This is offied as an explaination of how Sakyamuni 

was able to have instnicted so many disciples across countless eons. in addition, Toda 

emphasized that "We, Bodhisattvas of the earth, were actually present at this ceremony 

togethe?'." In past existences, al1 faithful members of the Soka Gakkaipersodlly witnessed the 

words of the historical Buddha, dehered in the presence of the central object of worship of the 

universe, the Dai-Gohonzon. 

From the point of view of a non-believer, the religious assertions of Toda appear b h e .  

However, it might be argued that Toda's rewriting of the history of Buddhism was a clever 

means of justifjmg his authority to a religious foliowuig . B y claiming personal enlightenment, 

Toda rendered himself inviolable in the office of Saka GtWui president. in rewriting history, he 

'' Tda, Lecture p- 82. 

Rotermund, Hartmut O. "Stlka-galckai: Idéologie d'une Nouvelle Secte Japonaise." 
9 -  + 

. . 
1 û4,1973, p. 154. 

" Toda, Leaure p. 85. 
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was also undertaking a profody infiuentiai course of action, namely manufichiring the lineage 

of SUka Gakkai. 

Though it has never been set out clearly in writing, through careu examination of the 

works of Toda and Ikeda, the lineage of S8ka Gakkai can be drown fiom the distant past to 

present day: 

Nichimi - the E t e d  Buddha, countless previous existences 

Sakyamuni - the Historical Buddha 

Nichken - Retmed, Buddha of the age of muppü 

Nikkb BYt- (1 24s- 1322) Nichken's "finest disciple", exclusive heir to Nichiren's 

teachings, according to the Nichren Sh6shiî tradition 

Nikkan El S- (1 665- 1726) High priest of Nichiren Sh6shü, systematized doctrine of 

the tradition, and incorporated the concept of NiChren honbutsu f3 g*U i.e. that 

Nichiren bimself is the E t e d  Buddha 

Makiguchi Tsunesaburb - Founder of pre-war SUka Kyoiku Gakkai Bil fmft%W~ 
Toda Josei - Creator of Sbka Gakkai as religious group 

Ikeda Daisaku - Current leader, responsible for massive growth of movement and 

propagation worldwide 

The most important way in which the lineage of Saka Gaklcai has been established is 

through constant tnrtual revision. There is no set body of interpretive iiterature for the followers 

of Nichiren Shbshü Buddhism, and the gap thus produced has ban Wed with a series of 

publications airncd at strengthenin~ the fath of SOka Gakkai followers. The main body of sacred 

texts is fairly rigiâ, howevci. There is the selection fiom the Lotus Sutra considend by Nichiren 

to ôe %ue teachings" (homon *n). These are the hoben ARandjwyb !!?#cbapten of the 

Lotus Sutra. The rest of the sutra is considerd to be shakrrmon B W ,  i-e. provisional teachurg, 

which are not hetcticaî, but not u d i  for the purpose of enlightenment. ûtha  sacred texts in the 

Nichirea Shoshu tradition iaciude the wliected works of hlichiren, called the ph Af, which 

are highly revered, perhaps more so in ternis of content thsn the Lotus Sutra itself Nichiren's 



works, including his several letters of admonishion to the heads of the Kamakura Bakufù 

are read, studied, and commenteci on, and are generaiîy the source of the writhgs of 

Toda and Ikeda. 

Another important work is the U &, written by NW5. This is 

supposedly the "oral" tradition of Nichiren - the direct words of the master, recordai tiiithfuly by 

bis one mie disciple. This work gumtees N i  as the tme successor, and is oAen read and 

quoted fiom by followers of the Nichiren Shôshii tradition, including Sôka Gakkai. Indeed, Ikeda 

wrote an extensive comrnentary on this text d e d  ff & # 
the). 

There is another major body of literature in the S6ka Gakkai tradition, that of the leaders 

themselves. Each of the three presidents of S3ka Gakkai bas prohicecl a number of books, 

articles and collecteci speeches. ikeda, has been by fàr the most prolific, with over two hundred 

published works bearing his m e ,  inchiding patry, history, fiction, colisciions of speeches, and 

his own photography. In reading the texts of the succeeding presidents, much is revealed about 

the formulation of the SiSka Gakkai lineage. To begin with, with ody a féw exceptions, evey 

major work of a past president of the Soka Gakkai has been "revised (i.e. r e h e n )  by the 

subsequent presidmt. Makiguchi Tsunesabwô's work, m v o f ,  was substantialiy 

reinterpreted by Toda to fit his religious views, and was re-presented in the to 

the Sdka Gakkai followers. Simiiarly, ail of Toâa's extant published works include the words 

"with an introduction by Ikeda Dai&", or "edited by Ikeda Daidcu". As NikE did to 

Nichiren with his so each new leader of Sbka GaWrai has done to his predecessor. 

Both Toda and Ikeda have carefiiily edited the words of the past to conform with those of the 

present . 

A cursory examination of Saka GaWtai Iiterature is al1 that is n d e d  to c o n f h  this 

observation. This inquiry begms with an examination of Makiguchi's wni~gs, and the figure of 

Makiguchi h l f ,  as thcy have been reworked by Toda. Makiguchi's of V u  as 

has just been stated, is represented in the Shakubpihi- It was a h  repubhshed 

independentiy, again "revised" by Toda. nie reason that Makiguchi has bareiy been mentioned 

until ttûs point is that h was not a sigdcant figure in the formation of SoLa Gakkai. Mi1Sguchi 



is, however, held up by both Toda and Ikeda as the father-figure of the movement, the illustrious 

founder who was rnariyred while boldly and selflessly promoting "Tnie Buddhism" in the face of 

militaristic oppression. He is describeci in glowing ternis by both Toda and ilceda. Indeed, in 

at his death, Makiguchi exhibits all ofthe signs traditionally attributed with 

enlighteiwent: rosy checks, a srnile on his placid face, W-opened eyes, siightly parted iips and 

the complete absence of rigor mortis or the odour of death; in every way, 'a  vision of 

Buddhahood itselfY3'. These are al l  signs that are heid to have been exhibited by the historical 

Buddha at death, and it is not uncornmon for many Buddhist traditions to describe their dead 

founders as displaying these exact char acte ris tic^^^. 

Upon reading the works of W g u c h i  that bave not been "eâited" by his followers, a 

dWerent conchision can be drawn. It is apparent that, for the most part, Makiguchi's concems 

were not prirnariiy religious or spirituai in m e .  His unedited writings reveal that he was 

fmsed more on educatiod refonn, arecd from the standpoint of a r~xamination ofEuropean 

enlightenrnent philosophyYD. In 1937, Makiguchi and a group of sixty other educators formed the 

Sdka Ky6iku Gakkai, or "Vahie Creation and Education Society". Along with specific goals to 

refonn the Japanese educstion system, Sdka KyOiku Ga& was dedicated to spreading the 

message that humankmd h d  bappiness in the search for beauty, gain, and good, and was 

unhappy because it did not h o w  how to maximize positive values in fife4'. Tho@ Makiguchi 

and the vice-president of the Saka Kyaiku Gakkai had coavened to Nichaen Sh6shÜ in 1928, it is 

apparent that initidy the group was not concemed primarily with spreading the faith. 

3a Ikeda, Vol. 1, p. 87. 

. . 
" Hessdgrave, David J. Jvas: C m & -  

o e  W u .  Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1978, p. 143. 

" See Makiguchi, Tsuncsabur6. Educatian C r d v e  & . . 
. Transiated by Alfired Birnbaum, edited by Dayle M. Bethel. Iowa State 

University Press, 1989. 

'' Metrawc, Daniel Alfied. The Chkkai, A NW 
-. Lewiston, N.Y.: E. Melien Press, 1988, p. 28. 



Despite this, Toda constantly stresseci that Makiguchi's principle aim in forming the S6ka 

Ky5iku Gakkai was the conversion of al1 to Nichiren ~ h ~ s h ü ~ ~ .  It is through the efforts of Toda 

that Makiguchi is justified as the founder of a religious movement. The Philosophv of Value, 

presented by Toda as a coherent work, was actually compiled a e r  Makiguchi's death by Toda 

from a series of articles cded "A System of Education Based on the Value Creation Principle 

J . In reading the edited work, it is readily apparent where Makiguchi's 

original writing ends and Toda's additions begin. The book includes a section entitled Standards 

of Religious Value ~ & Q ) % @ X + J &  , obviousiy inserted by Toda, which states that value and 

happiness cannot be separated from reiigion. This section states that "religion" is believing that 

the object of faith (for Soka Gakkai membas, this implies the Dai-Gohonzon) has beauty, benefit 

and goodness, though this cannot be judged with one's own inteliigence. Instead, a leap of faith 

is required. This entreaty to give up one's reason in favour of blind faith is a direct refhtation of 

the theones expounded by Malriguchi throughout the rest of the book, wherein he asserts that a 

thing's value can only be determined through one's own perception and judgment? The Nichiren 

Shoshu doctrine of the supremacy of the Dai-Gohomon was t h s t  upon the original E&SQ& 
of V&g by Toda, and the two are not well matched. 

There is a question as to why Toda felt it was necessary to revise and alter Makiguchi's 

works and why, for that matter, he bothered reviving them at dl. Had he not remtroduced them, 

they would sureiy bave been forgotten by a Saka Gakkai memkship that from its inception has 

been constantly inundateci with new publications. Toda did not simply give Makiguchi's works a 

cursory overview, either. They were painstakingly revîmed and analyzed by km, and presented 

in the most widely circulateci S6ka Gakkai publications. An entire section of the Shakubuku 

is entitled "Vaiue Theory" #@a, and is taken up with an examination of the qualities 

See Toda's introduction in SOka Gakkai KyOgakubu, 
œ 
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of beauty, profit and goodnessu. Makiguchi is still revered in Saka Gakkai, as its founder and a 

spiritual leader. 

It was necessary for Toda to resurrect the figure of Makiguchi; not as a person, but as a 

martyr and reiigious syrnbol. It is possible that Toda was in part acting in what he perceivecl as a 

loyal and selfless manner. While in prison, Toda maintained that he voweâ to make Makiguchi 

immortal through the promulgation of his mentor's teachings, to m e  that his death under the 

oppression of the Japanese military was not an empty one4'. Toda ensured that Makiguchi was 

revered as a martyr of the faith, as he still is by members of Saka Gakkai. However, as it became 

apparent that Makiguchi's original teachings were antithetical to the Wh being promoted by 

Toda, they had to be reworked in order for him to keep his prison vow. 

The reasow for Makiuchi's revival extend beyond this. Toda had to ensure that Sbka 

Gaklcai had a concrete history, a noble ümage that could be traced back directly to the original 

source of enlightemnent. Ofcourse, he had his visions and visitations in prison to rely on, but in 

order to link himself tangibly to the history ofNichirm Shoshû, he had to justiQ his own place in 

the tradition with some sort of human comection. This necessariiy had to begin with his 

immediate predecessor. Thus, Toda embarked upon the deification of his mentor, who, judging 

from his unedited works, Mght have ken  surprised to see how he was pomayed after death. 

Whether consciously or not, Toda was codorming to the lineage of Nichiren Shoshü in more 

ways than one. By estabüshing Makiguchi as a spiritual, even eniightened lesider, Toda was 

ensuring his own malteci status whai he justified himself as the chosen and ody true successor of 

the founder. The same process occurred in the late 13' century, afts the death of Nichiren. 

Nikk6, one of six remaining head disciples at Nichiren's main temple at Mount hhobu & @~LJ , 

broke with the other five foiiowers der  a dispute over sharing outhorîty of the tradition. After 

Nika B m, another disciple of Nichiren, w u  chosen as leader, N i 0  moved, almg with his camp 

of followers, to the foat ofMount Fuji af a, where he esuMished his congregation in the 

Sbka Gakkai KyOgakubu. pp. 253-258. 

'' Bmen, "Saka Gakkai's Theory of Value," p. 154. 



temple called TaWkiji ;6ea. This is where the tradition that came to be known as Nichiren 

Shôshü (Tme Nichiren Sect) is d l  headquartered. Nikkb produced the a document 

that is supposedly the m e  words of Nichiren, the "oral teachings", that only Ni&, as Nichiren' s 

chosen disciple, was privy to. This record, dong with other documents produced at the tirne, and 

a tradition that stemmecl h m  the monks ofîaiselriji, established N i 6  as exclusive heir, 

supreme arnong the suniving disciples of Nichiren, who were confirmed as heretics and traitors. 

ï h s  tradition dso established the Dai-Gohonzon as the central object of worship. Though 

Nichiren supposedly kr ibed  approximately one hundred and thirty mandala, or gohomon 

4112l~#~', duMg his lifetime, Nichiren Shôshü holds that or@ the one enshrined et Taisekiji, 

composed on the tweifth day of the tenth month of 1279, has the power of salvation for dl of * 

humankind4'. Followers of Nichiren Sh6shü maintain that Nichiren's main purpose in retuniing to 

earth in the tirne of m u p p  was to inscribe the Dai-Gohonzon. It is itself the embodiment of 

Nichiren the Etemal Buddha, of dharma, the claimoku (nam-mybho-renge-kg), and dm 

symbolizes the universe as a whole and the basic laws of Meag. 

" International Inaitute for the Study of Religions, ed. "S6ka Gakkai and the Nichiren Shti 
. a .  

Sect." C o ~ r ~  Vol. 1, No. 1, March 1%0, p. 62. 

'' The Dai-Gohonzon, and ail of the replicas made of it, consist of the charactecs nam- 
myOh8-renge-ky5 in the centre, encircled by the names of several Bodhisattvas that were present 
during a scene described in the Lotus Sutra wherein Rabhuta-ratna, a Buddha of a former age, 
invited Sakyamuni to enter Nirvana as a reward for teachuig the dharma of the Lotus. See . . 
Brannen, Noah S. "The Teaching of Sôka Gakkai." Vol. 3, 
No. 3, September 1962, p. 258. The word gohomon is translateci as "object of worship", and 
does not necessarily strictly imply that the object in question is a mandaia. Religious traditions in 
hpan other than Nichiren Sh5shÜ enshrine other objects, such as statues or relics, and desaibe 
them as honzon or goho~zzon. See Matsumura, p. 2403. 

. . œ 

49 w u r a ,  Yamji. m. TNichirmboshu: Nichira Sh&hÜ 
Internatiod Centre? 1986, p. 160. 



When one rads the actual writings of Nichiren, it becomes obvious that he did not assert 

any of these things himself. Most of Nichiren's works are concemed with refiiting the claims of 

rival religious groups, and mabing dire predictions about the coming disasters that will surely 

befall Japan ifthe governrnent continues to ignore his teachings. He does not clah to be e t e d ,  

much les the precursor and mentor to Sekyamuni. Indeed, in the 

ZEeB14, Nichiren declares that "1 was bom as son of Sakyamuni, and serve the king of 

scriptures, the Lotus ~utra"'. He asserts that he must have been a participant in the congregation 

at the delivery of the Lotus Sutra at Vulture Peak, though he is in this existence oniy a c4common 

mortaIS1''. 

Claims of Nichken's etemal divinity, in the Nichiren ShOshÜ tradition, were codined 

duriag the t h e  of Nikkaa in the 1 8 ~  century, and were expanded upon by succeeding generations 

of priests. Toda, in declaring Makiguchi an enlightened spintual leader, was loyaily foliowing the 

pattern set by centuries of Nichiren Sh3shü priests, a pattern no doubt analogous to that found in 

e v q  venerable religious tradition. 

The pattern of rewriting tradition was c o n ~ u e d  with vigour by Ikeda d e r  the death of 

Toda. The m e  on thg S w  for instance, includes an introduction by Ikeda, which appears to 

be a transcript of a speech he gave about Toda, with little or no relation to the content of the 

Lecture itseK Ikeda also tacked on a number of appendices. Part One of the appendices is called 

"Guidance", which is foUowed by a section entitled '%very Wish Cornes True", and a short 

question and answer d o n  wherein ilceda gives his advice on how to address specific ptoblems. 

AU of Ikeda's contributions to this text are rambhg and completely out of context, heving no 

perceivable relation to the preceding writings of Toda. 

Theu placement, however, is cnicid. This document represents Sbka Gakkai; it is an 

English translation, and is thus ahcd at a global audience. Ikeda's foais is c l d y  the spread of 

. . 
Watson, Burton, et. al., trans. W W -  New York: Columbia 

University Press, 1990, p. 29. 



the S6ka Gakkai movement beyond Japan to the rest of the world. As an example of this, Soka 

Gakkai was re-organized in 1975 into Soka Gakkai International, an umbreff a organization that 

includes al1 aspects of the movement worldwide. The English edition of the -es S u  

is a detailed work aimed at committed members of Saka Gakkai in the West, and no doubt was 

read by members during weeiciy rndankai @sâ, or study sessions. By contributing to the text, 

Ikeda was reinforcing his dominance over the information given to members, and therefore over 

the members themselves. By including himseifin this text, no matter how irrelevant his 

contibution may have b e n ,  ikeda was effectively reminding al1 S8ka Gakkai members who read 

it that he, not the past president Toda, was the final authority in the organization. 

However, as in the case of Makiguchi's works reintroduced by Toda, it could be argued 

that it was not technicaiîy necessary for keda to even bother repubiishing Toda's works, much 

less translating thern and introducing them to a world audience. Ikeda wuld have chosen to 

quickly silence the mernory of the dead president, and focus exclusively on his own 

aggrandizement. However, it was necessary for Ikeda to revere the memory of Toda. In placing 

Toda upon a pedestal, Ikeda has guaranteed his Iheage. In Ikeda's case, lineage is much more 

important that in the case of his predecessor. As de facto founder of the S6ka Gakkai, Toda 

theoretically could have clairned himselfthe sole authority, the exclusive recipient of divine 

wisdom, and thereby easily justified hirnself as the leader of a religious community. He could 

have avoided the construction and justification of a hurnan üneage. This is exactly what was done 

by the founders of most other Iapanese New Religions, wch as Nakayama Miki + ILI If L $ of 

Tenrikfl RER, Kawate Bunjir5 I l l ~*ffl&Lof Konkakfl $%a, and, more recently, 

Asahara Sbi5k5 @iR@Eof Aurn Shinn Ky6 7 9 & &Bft". Each of these leaders claimeâ to 

have been Msited by a higher power, and to have themselves become divine and possessed of 

s2 For detailed information on these groups, see Matsuo, Junko &'1\n@W, et. al., eds. 
&%#@#& . Taky6: Tôkyodo S h u p p ~  WERglji @, 1984. McFarland, H. . . 

Neill. m u r  of & Cds: A && of New -ov-. New York: . .  * 

Harper & Row, 1970. Reader, Ian. in C-. Honolulu: University of 
Hawaii Press, 1991. 



exclusive knowledge and powers of salvation. It is perhaps testament to the importance of a 

clearly drawn human comection to illustrious religious figures of the past and to theV own 

leadership structure that Soka GakLai is Japan's most ~ccessfbl New Religion. Toda perhaps 

realized that his followers would need ta rely on more than his dreams of the Dai-Gohonzon to 

justie their own fath. He dso perhaps realized that pursuhg a path of personal and exclusive 

divinity, while also being counta to the Nichiren Shbsha tradition fiom which Soka Gakkai is 

derived, would have meant that his religious order wwld have lived and died with hirn. 

Ikeda, as Toda's successor in office, in order to secure the loyalty of the f~thfiil Toda 

followen, had no choia but to masecrate the figure of Toda. The written works of  Toda, 

therefore, were editeâ and presented in a fashion that was in hamony with the version of Saka 

Gakkai that Ikeda was in the process of forming. The S m  w u  translated and 

edited. Other publications nom the Toda era, such as the were edited, then 

eventually discontimied, and books more in keeping with Ikeda's kinder, gentler S o h  Gakkai 

were reieased. 

There is another aspect to al1 of this, which relates to what was discussed earlier in 

relation to shakubuh: by rewriting the tradition, the leaders of the Sbka Gakkai and Nicham 

ShUshP have established their personal dominaoce over it. 

It has bem established that by rewriting the works ofpast leaders, the pnsidents of Saka 

Gal<kai justified their position in the üneage of leaders. Previous leaders, not only of Saka 

Gakkai, but also of Nichiren Sh6sh3, are portrayeci as meritorious and enlightened. It is 

important to note that, in their new formuiations, preceding leaders are invariably portrayecl as 

rmthrecirrning to the new presidmt. Epch successive president is w n h e d  through writings as a 

perfect disciple of the previous one. Glowing accounts are wriîtcn about not ody the estamed 

behaviour of the preMous regime, but dso of how the aircent leader is a me* exemplar ofthat 

which was envisioned by his mentor. Indeed, the aiment nila is portrayeci as hahg exceeded fhr 

beyond the expectations of the previws president. The message is ctear: the old man would 

surely be proud of his student, wcre he alive today. 

Of course, it is impossible to know if this is truc or not. AU M e n  works of previous 

presidents have boen rewrittni by th& successors, and any mention in the preceding presidd s 



works of the possible successor, if there ever was any, has been omitted. Al1 of the literature that 

connotes approval of the leader has been created exposr f a 0  by the leader himself 

This is another example of domination. By rewriting the past, the leader exerts his 

dominance over it. The figure of the previous leader, who was once the overwhelmingly 

dominant figure in that leader's lifie, is now controlled by the once-dominated current president. 

By confinning thrwgh rewritten history that everything the m e n t  president is doing is 

enlightened and wonhy, the current leader and author of the new history is CO-opting the eminmt 

figure of the dead leader imo a subsewient role. It is possible to view this behaviow as a type of 

retribution for years of his own subservience. Now that the dominant figure is dead, he, or at 

least his public persona, can be used and rnanipulated by his replacement. 

The resuit of the dominance of the past is dominaxtce over people in the present. By 

rewriting history to confirm that the current president's rule is a paragoa of a long and noble 

tradition, his office and his person becomes inviolable. Information about the past is rigidly 

controlled, and ail actions in the present are portrayed as exemplary and part of a long and 

unbroken tradition. This is certainly behaviow practiced by Ikeda Daisaku. Though technically 

only Honourary President of the Sôka GaWrai, Ikeda dominates every aspect of the organktion. 

Most notably, since fint taking office as president afta Toda's death, Ikeda has produced a great 

many texts on the history of the Solta Gaklrai, Nichircn ShdshU, and Buddhism in general. He 

consistently reinforces the position of the Sôka Gakkai as the only true path to enlightniment, and 

his position as leader as completely unquestioned. 

1 believe that the best example of his domination of the Sbka Gakkai tradition is 

-. This sprawling multi-volume novel is a daaiid history of the S8ka Gakkai 

movement, fiom the days of Makiguchi to the death of Toda. The introduction by ilceda indicates 

that the nrst volme was a d l y  writtm by Toda, then reworked by Ikeda to fit in with the rest 

of the sto~y? This book is touted as a sisnificant contribution to world literature and history, and 

it is carefbily presented as such. There is an introduction at the begiiioing ofevery volume by the 

historian Arnold Toynbee, whaein he praises S6ka Gakkai's, and espccially Ikeda's, contribution 

" Ikeda, &, Vol. 1, p. 2. 



to the culture of the world- Toynbee is held in the highest esteem worldwide as one of this 

centuries'most important historians, a figure who literally symbolizes study in that field. 

Juxuposing ilceda' s book wit h the praise of this exninent schoiar serves to legitimize 

P-crplutinn to S3ka Gakkai members and non-members alike as a contribution to the body of 

"great" literary works of the world. 

The book has gone through two editions in English, and has been transiated into many 

other languages, such as Chinese, French, Portquese and Spanish. Since first being published in 

serial fonn in the &&y0 Sh- - 9  f &%Il!, Sôka Gakkai's official newspaper in Japan, its 

contents have been made intimately hown to every SCka Gakkai member. The novel has even 

been saialized in New-, the monthly magazine of S6ka Gakkai's Canadian chapte?. 

Every effort has been made to S o m  the entire membetship of the "correct" history of the Sôka 

GaWrai, the glorious efForts of its pest presidents and the eniightened leadership of Ikeda. 

Much of Re* is written âom the point of view of Toda Josei. It begins 

with his release fiom a wu-time Tbky8 prison, and chronicles his early frustrations in restarting 

the organization founded by his mentor. Throughout the novel, Toda flashes back to his t h e  in 

prison, as wcll as to mernories of his tacher, Makiguchi Tsunesaburô, and to his pre-war Soka 

Kyi5iku Gakkai. Toda's vision ofreceiving the teachings of the Lotus Sutra directly is presented 

in great detail on more than one occasion. As has ban discussed previously, this f i d y  justifies 

Toda as the spiritual leader of the Sbka Gakkai. By presenting the story of Toda's vision in 

however, Ikeda is ensuring that wery manber reaiizes the lineage fiom which 

he himseif derives authority. 

ûther important claims of lineage are made in the novel, presented as historical 'kuths''. 

For instance, in regards to the Nichiren Shoshii priesthood, the book confinns that the teachings 

of Nichiren were passed dom "through an unbrokm üne of chosen disciples, beguuung with 

Nikkd, whom Nichirai himseIfselected'"s. This is the same "unbrokm üne" thrit can be tnced 

'' [Ireda, Vol. 1, p. 171. 



back to Sakyamuni, who passed the Mahayana tradition to his disciple Manjusri, and the teachings 

of the Lotus Sutra on to Visiaa-caritra. These teachings, unsullied by the passage of tirne and the 

interpretation of countless generations, have been received by the Nichiren Sh6shO tradition, the 

"only t d y  orthodox branch of ~uddhism~." Therefore, the high priest of Nichiren ShBshP, who 

is presented in the novel as having nothing but the utmost respect for Toda. is understood as 

espousing the exact words of Nichiren. This implies that Toda, in king praised by the High 

Priest, is receiving the approval of the Eternal Buddha himself? Ail actions undertaken by Toda, 

including chooshg ikeda as heir, can therefore be seen as having received sanction from the most 

sacred source. 

Throughout the novel, Toda's every action is described as inspired and transcendent. 

Ikeda is carefid to Link him to the most important historiai eveats that occurred in Japan during 

Toda's life. For example, Toda's opinion of the verdict reached by the judges in the TÔkyU Trials 

is carefbily documented. His judgment of those on tial is juxtaposed fhvourably with that of the 

judges of the international tribunal; Toda is presented as being as wise in worldly legal matters as 

Pd anâ William webbs'. 

More important than his acute perception of human &airs, however, is his comprehension 

ofreligiws doctrine. Toda accomplished what Nichiren and his predecessors Chih-i and Dengy?5 

Daishi ERkmg9 could not : a clear understanding of a portion of the Lotus Sutra mtitled the 

Sutra of Infinite Meaning. Toda interpreted this section as an explmation of the energy of the 

Buddha, and of the entire universe, as that of "We force". The Buddha is "life force", and guides 

ail living things and eventsa. in The, this reabtion is intimately tied to his 

u, p. 163. 

p. 165. 

VOL n, p. 101. 

" AJso hown as Saichb # :/Ft (767-822), founder of Tendai. 
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vision in which he received teachings directly fiom the Buddha. Evenhially, Toda composed an 

essay called "The Pbilosophy of Life Force", which, according to Ikeda, in a few centuries will 

become 'We root fiom which wiU grow a flourîshing tree of philosophy destined to sweep over 

the world". in the same manner as A by ~escartes~l. The essence of this 

phiiosophy ofuL8e force" is never clearly cxplained in the novel, and it is apparent that the 

majority of the So% Gakkai rnembership to whom it is explained by Toda found it confiising. In 

the novel, it is only the charmer of Ikeda that understands what Toda is talking about, and he is 

so profoundly affected by the idea of an all-pervasive "We force" that he is driven to devote his 

iife to Solka Gakkai. 

Ikeda, ratha than write about himseif directly in introduces 

hiniself into the story as a uiUlly-veiied allegorical figure named Yamamoto Shin'iciii LLI $fti-. 
Though physically wesk and co~lsumptive, Yamamoto "had intellectual powers that set him apart 

fiom the average men'*2. Although he is only twenty years old and without a university 

ducation, he is wcll versed Ui both Japanese and Western philosophy and titeratwe, and has 

powers of observation and intellect far beyond everyone else in the novel, aside fiom Toda. 

Eventually converted to S6ka Gakkai, he can only be appealed to by T& himseif, due to the 

"intellectual inferority" of lesser foilowersa. Throughout the novel, the characters of Toda and 

Yamamoto grow w a  closer. Indeed, at the begimllng of the second volume, there is an entire 

chapter called "Drawing Closer", in which Yamamoto (Ikeda) exclusively understands the 

message delivered by Toda in lectures and meetings; the fiiture leader is "drawing closer" to the 

teachngs of Nichiren ShasM, to his future role as president6), becoming himseif a part of the 

noble history bang recorded. The second volume ends with an exchange of poary between Toda 

m, p. 153. 
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and Yamamoto which presages the passing dom of power within the Sbka Gakkai: the final 

poem reads "Two physical bodies 1 But one etemal life force6'." 

he RevplVtiM serves many useful purposes for Sôka Gakkai and Ikeda. It 

confirms S6ka Gakkai as the only forum for the lay person to achieve enlightenment in this 

lifetime. It outlines the history of the Soka Gakkai in such a way that the leaders of this lay 

movement are themselves shown to be in possession of divine characteristics and exclusive 

knowledge of the path to enligtitenment. Retuming to the theme of domination, it can be clearfy 

shown that T h e e v p l v t i p n  is a means by which Ikeda establishes the prior presidencies of 

Toda and Makiguchi as the founbtion for his own edified rule. Ikeda glorifies the manory of his 

mentor Toâa, and in doing so parantees his own eminence as exclusive suceessor to this 

illustnous figure. The text of W e v o h t l p p  has been studied by aü members of Sbka 

Oakkai in conjunction with the study ofother doctrine, such as the writings ofNichiren, and other 

speeches by Ikeda, at weekly zahtkui (prayer meetings) across the world. 

PCV- cm therefore be seen as an effective a tool of domination, ofthe past, and therefore of 

the present. 

The pattern of dominating tradition in Soka Gakkai was begun by Toda, the leader who 

transformeci the group into a religious movement. The most notorious means by which he 

accomplished this is through the the "Handbook of Forced Conversion." 

What is notable about this book is its intense focus on historical revision. Through the course of 

the T d a  eoafinns Nichiren Shoshu as the only "meH religious practice, and 

condemns al1 other traditions as false and Mskading. He "provest' this to be m e  by carefully 

documenting the history of Nichiren, and his importance as Buddha of this age. The origin of the 

Nichrm ShGshü tradition is also outlined in detail, and is show to be the or@ orthodox, non- 

hereticd version of the master's teachings. In the following section, the extent to which religious 

history, including thrt of SOka Gakkai, Nichim, and the entirety of Buddhism, has been ahered to 

legitimize Sbka Gakkai's niprermcy will be iîiustrated. 



It is not just the content of the m v 5 t e n  that is of relevance to this study. The 

controversy over the wide proliferation of the and its precipitous decüne into 

obscurity reveal the ways in which Toda, and subsequently Ikeda, exerted their dominance over 

Saka Gakkai through control of information given to the membership. These observations aiso 

dernonstrate the radical changes that can occur when the leadership of a religious organization 

changes hands. 

The was widely distributed by Saka Gakkai, reprinted several times. 

It was clearly intended that every member in Japan was to be in possession of a copy. Its contents 

were studied, its arguments against other religions memorized by the membership to be used in 

s b b u k u  activities. Then, abmptly, it disappeared. Mer 1966, it was no longer pubiished, and 

its distribution was abruptly halted. Today, copies of the are difEcult to corne 

by? 

The texts that appeared in its stead are of a very diffhnt nature. They contain no specific 

condemnations of other religious traditions, and the overall tone is much less vitriolic. In other 

studies of the clifferences between the leadership of Toda and Ikeda, there is gen*ally a 

discussion of how S5ka Gakkai has bem successful because it has bem able to adjust its rhaoric 

to fit with the tenor of the tirnes. Reference is generally made to a phrase used by SGka Galckai, 

adopted fiom Nichiren's writings; suihü-bini Ajl3EE, or adopting the teachings to fit the time 

and place6? While the exclusivist, intolerant writings of Toda were acceptable, even attractive in 

the immediate post-war paiod, they became increasingly unpopular by the 1960's. Japan had by 

this point transfomecl into a dflerent nation, with dBerent priorities, imerests, and tolerances. 

Thus, S o 3  Gakkai also changed. Ikeda replaced Toda upon his death, and implemented policies 

and activities designed to amact the pst-war generation. The was 

" The author of this study codd oniy &ad the at one University library 
in North America. 

'' Wilson and Dobblaere, A p. 19- The phrase miMbini is dm used to 
acpiain the diffaaan ways in SMcs GaWui doctrine is succesdÙlly explained and adspted in 
dEerent counmes. 



discontinued, and in its stead were substituted other widelydistributed texts that were more in 

keeping with the hterests of the Japanese people of that tirne. A number of books were written 

that were intended to serve in the same capacity as the -. Seka Gakkai 

Kybgakubu # J Q ~ 2 & Y S ( S 8 k a  Gakkai Department of Education), the group whose name 

appean as author of the pubbshed a book in 1971 entitled 

B j Q + 3 A $ j (  to S8ka C i )  thpt has been identified by some scholan 

as the replacement for the Shakubuku6'. However, for the purpose of cornparison in this 

study, an anaiysis of Ikeda Daisaku's Guidance M- will be juxtaposed with that of Toda's text. 

As the GuidPncc was fit  published in 1%6, the year the was 

discontinued, it can be seen as its most immediate replacement. In simple terms, the 

can be viewed as the finai chapter of the Toda era, and the Guidance as the 

introduction to the Ikeda years. A cornparison of the content of these two works ülustrates the 

mamer in which both Toda and Ikeda have reinterpreted history, revis& doctrine, and fmsed 

the energies of the membership in ways designed to legitimue their leadership and to msure their 

dominance over the prst and presait of the Saka Ga& tradition. 

It appears as if the methodology advocated in, indeed the very existence of, the 

was something the Saka Cirikkai under heda wantd the public at large to 

forget. During Toda's final years, and into the years immediately following his death, this 

handbook wemt through six editions, fiom 1958 to 1966, and was issued to virtually every 

Japanese mernber of Soka GakkPi. It was mant as a "how-to" guide, on refuting the ciairns of 

rivai religions in favour of foliowing Tme Buddbism (Nichiren Shbshil), and convincing wouid-be 

converts of the dire necessity of believing in Nichiren as the Buddha of this age. It was during 

these years that the Sbka Gakkai gained a reputation for harassrnem. In addition to pamphlethg 

arangen on met-corners and subways, they were known for bothering potaial converts at 

th& homes a all hours of the night, "brainwashing" members h o  giving over vast guantities of 

" Rotermund, "Sbka-gakkai: Idéologie d'une Nouvde Secte Japonaise," p. 157. 



money and personal property, and other activities traditionally associateci with religious "c~lts~~." 

These methods were apparently effective. It was during these years that the Sbka Gakkai 

membership grew in orders of magnitude. By the time of Toda's death in 1958, S6ka Gakkai 

had grown to 750,000 familiedo, from a membership of only a few thousand after World W u  ïi. 

The organization continueci exponential growth under ikeda, and by 1990, Saka Gakkai 

international claimed more than eight million f&milies Ui lapan, and upwards of five hundred 

thousand families in one hundred and meen other cowitries7'. Much of the initial growth is 

attributed to the techniques and forcehl attitude discussed and prornoted in the 

1Lrntçn. 
From even a prelllninary examination, it is evident that the like all 

works of previous presidentq was carefùily edited and revised after the death of its original 

author. initially published in 1957, the year before Toda's death, it was reprinteâ yearly und 

1966, the year the Guidance was releaseâ. In the course of those reprints, ncw sections 

were added, and older sections edited by incumbent president Ikeda. He prefaced the book with 

his own introduction, in which he ptaised Toda for providing a single volume that explains the 

moa important concepts behd Nichiren's teachings, and wrote that the is as 

important and influentid as the works of Nichiren himself? There are other sigm that this book 

was significantly ahered by ikeda. For instance, the entire last section, entitled Ngshin &ta hiio 

" Brannen, Noah S. "Fdse Religions, Forced Conversions, Iconoclasm." CO- . . Belipions, Vol. 5, No. 3, Septeanber 1964, pp. 243-245. 

70 Wilson and Dobblaere. A J b  to Chsot p. 10. 
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no t m e  ni A E  L tcA Tc & I= ("For the Purpose of New Converts")", was clearly added &er 

the death of Toda. It includes a subsection on the importance ofKi5rneit5, Saka Gakkai's 

political wing, which was not evm been officiaüy incorporated untii the early 1960'~~ weU after 

Toda's death". Another subsection is calkd Kaigai ni okem shi11k6 katsuda 

i$.% 1: t t 6 B QD E (Practicing Religious Faith Overseas), and is obviously aimed at 

spreading S8ka Gakkai intemationaîly, a topic that was only seriously considend under Ikeda's 

leadership7'. 

The is a long book, numbering nearly four hundred pages, and is 

divided into rnany s d  sections and subsections. Much of the beginning is taken up with a 

detaiied examination by Toda of the doctrine of Nichiren Shdshtî. This consists of a precise 

analysis of terminology dcrived fiom Nichken's writings, as well as the works of his predecesson 

in the Tendai tradition, and the ways in which they apply to Sbka Gakkai practice. Entire sections 

of the book are devoted to explanations of such concepts as ichi-nen-scn-zen -,&37(three 

thousand worlds in a single thought), as wel as 0th- concepts derived nom Tendai such as j i h i  

f $(ten realms or categories of existence). What is obviously of prime importance to Toda in 

the early sections of the book is emphasizing the importance of Nichiren as the mie Buddha of the 

age of mappô, and the various "proofs" that exist to convince al people of this truth. Every 

concept errplained is related back to the benefits accrued by engaging in Sbka Gakkai practice, 

those of happiness (k0fiku 9.tBB) and profit (rieki #Il#), and the dire consepuences that will 

doubtless auise ifthese teachmgs are ignored or opposai. 

" Soka Gakkai began its political activities as early as 1955, when Sbka Gakkai candidates 
ran as indcpendents for Prefecturai Assernblies, and again in 1956, w h  three candidates won 
seats in the Upper House (House of Counciltors). The politicai wing was reorganited under the 
name Kbmei Seiji Renmei fi% R&a E (The League for Clean Politics) in 1 %2, and became 
the KbmatO (Clan Govemment Party) on November 17,1%4. See Brannen, Noah S. 
"Religion and Politics: Sidelights on SOka GaWrai." 
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Mer spending signifiant effort on emphasizing the importance of believing in Nichiren as 

the Buddha of this age, and Saka Gakkai as the oniy m e  path by which a lay person cm gain 

enlightenment, Toda carefblly details why other religions are dangerous and evil. He refers to 

them by the derogatory term jashi %%(fdse sects), and, in deiiberate fihion, explains why each 

type of religion is dangerous and misleading. The religions Toda singies out for attack are ail 

Shimo #%or Buddhist-based traditions (s01ded "native" Japanese religions), in addition to 

Christianity. There is a special subsection devoted to each, with specific lists of their deficiencies 

and dangers. 

Shint5 practice is generally maiigned as being preposterous and superstitious. For 

instance, the Shint6 practice of donating money to the kami # is ridiculeci. Ifmoney is offered, 

what use, Toda asked, d l  the kami have for it'? If protdve talismans purchased at Shint6 

shrines are supposed to be effective, Toda wrote, why are they burned &er six months? They 

must surely be worthless. The ancestral gods that are an important part of the Shinto pantheon, 

however. are aot completely denounced by Toda, but they are to receive only tokens gestures of 

thanks. Tnie worship is limited to the Dai-Gohonzonn. 

This book was obviously written with only a Japanese constituency in mind, as Christianity 

is the oniy "foreign" religion to be criticized. The conspicuous absence of Cnticism in the 

ofother Western religious traditions, such as Iudaism or Islam, is doubtless 

due to Toda's ignorance of th& content or existence, rather than bis tacit approval of them. So- 

calleci "Western" religious traditions outside ofchristianity are almost non-existent in Japan, and 

as such were probably not thought of as potential targets for shalnibuku activity . 

Toda summed up his cnticism of Christianity by pointing out contradictions that he saw 

within it. These indude such obse~ations as the fact that, though Christianity proclah its own 

righteousness, an atomic bomb was dropped on the Japamse Christian city of N s g d .  He also 

pointed out that, while Nichiren was able to evade execution at the b d s  of govenunent 



authorities, Christ died a miserable, violent death. Christian doctrine is shown to be impotent by 

the obvious disunity between dserent denominations, and the lack of a single coherent message, 

such as the one that exists in Nichiren Shoshù. The last point that Toda made is that, since the 

various sects teach fdse doctrines that send people deeper into sin, it is impossible to tell which of 

dl the Christian sects is the true, onhodox teaching. Toda pointed out that none of the Christian 

traditions are holders of the tnith. AU of them teach that the highest goal is reaching heaven, but 

this is a fabrication, since al1 people, if they only knew it, could achieve the highest goal in their 

own lifetime by worshipping the Dai-Gohonzon7*. 

Various ancient and conternporary Buddhia traditions are singled out by Toda for attack. 

The older Buddhist groups, such as Pure Land (J6do-shu), Shingon &= and Tendai are 

criticized as king inelevant to the modem world, with no spirituai power or influence. They are 

criticized as having yielded to militaristic governmental powers of the past, becorning rnere tools 

of the state. Their priests are impotent and shallow, concerneci only with making a living tiom 

fiinerals and taking care of cerneteries. Newer Buddhia groups also have sections of the 

devoted to them, as do so-callecl New Religions derived from other sources, 

such as Tenri-kyô, Konko-ky6 and Seich6 no Ie &Ba .ait, among many others. These groups 

are referred to colîectively by the horative tenn shi~tko s h k y ~  $f&L$%K(newly arisen sects). /. 
These sections outline the various ways in which each of those traditions lacks merit and spreads 

" heretical" teachings". 

One group of Buddhist traditions that is particulariy vehemently attacked by Toda is other 

Nichirm-based traditions, especially the Imgest, Nichiren-shü EI a S. The teachings of Nichiren 

groups derived fiom limages outside that of Nichiren Sh6shü are considered by Toda to be 

especialîy dangerous and hereticaî, as they are derived from priests who directly betrayed the 

E t e d  Buddha. Toda documents how N i 5  was clearty chosen by Nichiren to be sole inheritor 

as leader, ody to have his legitimate authority undertnined through influence peddüng and 



politics. He was turned upon by the other five high priests led by Nik6, traditionally held to be 

the successor to Nichiren in Nichken-shü. According to Toda, these five furthet compounded 

their betrayal by returning to the Tendai fold tiom whence they had originally cornem. Toda also 

carefùlly documents the manner in which each of the other Nichiren-based traditions that has 

arisen since the Kamakura era, such as the Nakayama $J lll branch and the Fuju-frise TaTb$ 
movement, has misinterpreteâ Nichiren's teachings. 

When the was pubîished, the targeted Nichim sects took these 

defamatory claims very seriously. It is clear that S8ka Gakkai specificaliy attacked rival Nichiren 

groups with more than mere words. Members of these groups were, or at least felt they were, the 

subjects of specif~c shakubuku campaip. in an attempt to wunteract the S6ka Gakkai offensive, 

a number ofNichiren groups banded together and formed an anti-shakubuhi carnpaign. This 

resulted in the pubiication in 1962 of a two-volume book entitled no 

WitltO EfR(Qumhg& C o n v m ,  meant to undemine the arguments put forward in 

Toda's texta'. 

The overall worklview promoted by Toda in the can bc susummatizeâ as 

one of holerance. This is very much in keeping with the theme of domination that has been 

discussed at length in this study. Toda had a vision of manifest desiiny, that S i h  Gakkai would 

complete the task of hen-ruji,  or the cvangeliation of the earth. It is clear through reading the 

book that this was to be accomplished through the aggressive targeting of rival religions and 

conversion of their mernôers. In order to legitimize this course of action, Toda carefuily rewrote 

the history of Nichiren Buddhism, as weU as its precursors and descendent traditions, to codorm 

with his atnnnetion of Nichiren ShUshÜ as the only true niith. Codified sets of arguments were 

laid out for the foliowem to mernorize as ammunition against enemy religions, to be used as 

weapons to dominste and take over th& opponents. This domination of the other was to be 

accomplished through unsubile, direct means. 

' &&, pp. 118-121. 

'' Rotennund, "Sdka-gakkai: Idblogie d'une Nowelk Secte Japonaise," p. 156. 



To give Toda credit, his methods ofreçniitrnent were successful. As has been mentioned 

previously. the membership of Saka Gakkai grew by orders of magnitude under his leadership, 

and this assumedly was due in part to the ngourous arguments presented in the Shakubuku 
-. Toda provided a guideüne for the devout mernbership to hone recruitment techniques. 

while at the sarne thne strengthening their Wh by reconfirming for t h m  the righteousness and 

exclusivity of SOka Gakkai doctrine. 

Upon the ascendancy of Ikeda to the position of president, the focus and tempement of 

S t h  Gakkai changed. Ikeda officially became president in 1960, but did not begin substituting 

his own written works for those of Toda until a few yean later. One of the eariier books that was 

widdy distributed by Sdka Cirikkai, and abniptly replaceci the was the 

Guidance of 1966. Prior to this, ilceda's teachings had been recorded in a regular column 

in the Soh  Ga& newspaper, the Seikyd Shimbun. The is a compilation of 

these colurnns that were "corrected by lkedan. He evidently feh that the SerkyU Shimbun 

reporiers had mistepresented him in some way, and his teachings had to be propeily systernatized. 

It is also possible to conjecture that, given the controversy that smounded the Shakubuhi 
Ikeda felt that the time was right to substitute a text writtm by him for that of the 

previous regime, and the easiest way to quickly produce a set of guidelines for the membership 

was to coUate previously Wtitfcn material. 

The edition used in this study was published in 1969, and it uicluded an introduction by 

the Gemral AdMnistrator of Sbka Gakkai at the time, whose words are a paragon of the 

adulation a follower can show for his leader. He clairns that "whm you get accustomed to the 

book, it will become part of you"." Ikeda is clearly shown to be more than simply the leader of a 

lay following: "Evexy word Ikeda utterd normaüy in daily Life gives clearnit amvers to the 

questions on the profound Buddhist philosophy and various problmrs in üfe and arouses deiîght, 

" Ikeda. -, p. i. 

'3 w, p. v. 



hop, and confidence in Me for anyoneu." He goes on to point out that the gifted leadership of 

ikeda led to Sbka Gakkai growing to a membership of 6.5 million, "although it only had 800,000 

under Toda8'." Clearly, this introduction is meant to estabüsh clearly fiom the outset the 

supremacy of ikeda over his predecessors. 

The book is divideci into eight chapters, entitled Leadeis, Concentrated Mind, Unity, 

Practice, Hopes, Ideal Women, Culture, and Guidance for Daily Life. Each of the chaptm is 

divided into short, mostly unrelateci sections, evidently pieced together fiom a munber of diffèrent 

records fkom diffwent times. The entire book contains language heaviiy loaded with religious 

tenninology. Every section uses specialized vocabulary derived fiom the writings of Nichiren and 

his forerunner, Tendai (Chih-i), and is peppered with quotes fiom the gosho (Nichiren's wllected 

writings). Some of the tenns used include that which has aiready bem cited in this snidy, such as 

khi-nen-san-zen, j i k b ,  etc. This vocaôuiary is largely untranslatable h o  English, and as such 

the book has extensive foomotes and explanatory additions. The book also includes an extensive 

glossaq that explains these ternis, as they are relwant to S8ka Gakkai practice. 

The focus of the book is on the organization of S8ka Gakkai fiom the top down rather 

than serving the needs of the individual member. Most of the "guidance" appean to be aimed at 

inaructing those in leadership positions on how to bmer raiiy the members under them. Even in 

the sections with titles such as "Conantrated Mind" and "Guidance for Daily Life", the emphasis 

is on how Saka Gakkai leaders can best remit new members and impress the estabLished 

membership with their own cultivated leadership sküls. It is full of military jargon; words such as 

"fronttine", and "generals" are coawon, and Ikeda encourages the Sbka Gakkai member to "fi@ 

bravely Ore a lion againsi enemies who d e  people urihappyw." The term "destroying the 

dernon" is used o h ,  as a euphemism for overcoming obstacles. For instance, Ikeda d t e s  that 

"words of encouragement destroy the demon", the demon being that which pmmts the belimr 

&id,, pp. vii-Wi. 

Ihid 

" && p. 79. 



from continuing in his or her religious practice. Faith is a "constant battle of the army ofthe 

devout against the forces of heu that sunound us al1 the theg7." 

Another notable aspect of the Guidance Mcmp is that it redefines much of what is 

gendly taken for granted in society at large, in teims of logic, reason, and definitions of basic 

temiinology. One of the most notable redefinitions is that of the terni "democracy". As was 

stated above, much of the book is concerneci with leadership within the movernent, and how this 

leadership can best mobilize the membership to more effectively sati* the needs ofmembers and 

bring in new converts. This is s u ~ n e d  up in Ikedals urgent appeal to SOka Galckai members: "1 

want you to b w  in mind that you feel at the bottom of your hem that the president is the central 

figure in the organization, with the great object ofattaining hsen-ruju (the evangelization of the 

eanh)."" he mites that everyone is qua1 under the Dai-Gohonon, and ail S5ka Gakkai 

members are disciples of former president Toda, "master of shak~buku.~'. Ikeda further states 

that he 'kas with Toda for fourteen years, 1 would never regret king deluded, as long as 1 was 

with my master? The message is clear: a devout member is to unquestionlligly follow his 

leader, just as a loyal soldier would foiiow his general iato battle. hdeed, the worst sin of al1 is 

that of dimpting shi-leikrti gi6 3f!i $, the unity of master and disciple9'. Another sin which SUka 

Gakkai members are admonisheâ never to c o d t  is ha-wagoso @mjllô#, or "breakhg the 

harmonious unity of believers9*." 

92 m, p. 147. Ikeda states that no fàctions ex& within SMra Gakkai because such 
factionalism would be an act of iia-wagmo. Ikeda wrote that this warning against questionhg 
decisions made by the president was also given to those chsllen@g forma president Toda. See 
Ikeda, & Vol. II, p. 242. 



Despite this degree of blind obedience that is demandeci, however, "no other world is 

more liberal, joyous and carefiee than that of Saka Gakkai.. .the most democratic worldg3." 

Ikeda's definition of "dmiocracy" is vague. He evidently holds that there is a reified ideal of 

democracy to which those engaged in rnajority nile subscribe to, but do not always realize. As an 

example of this he raises the situation at the death of Nichiren, when there was dissent between 

six high p d s  over leadership of the tradition. According to Saka GaWtPi, in adhaence to the 

Nichiren Shi5shü tradition, of those six, only Nikkô was able to tmly understand Nichiren's 

teachings. However, he was ousted by the other five, and forced to move to Taisemi. According 

to Ikeda, this illustrates that "the decision by the majority is not always up to the principle of 

dernocracy?" Evidently, as unquestionaôle leader, Ikeda is able to define what "democracy" 

essentiaiiy is, and whaher or not any decision made is in accord with his definition. Ironically, 

any decision by majority within Saka Galckai that was in opposition to him would not truly be a 

"democratic" decision, and would in fact ôe label& hz-wagoso, one of the cardinal sins. 

The Guidarice- continues in the tradition of historical revision set by previous SBka 

Gakkai leaders. in this sense, it is like the though less detailed and systernatic 

in its historicd description and justification. in describing the noble qualities that leaders within 

Soka Gakkai should cultivate, Ikeda recalls several iliustrious figures from Japanese history. In 

keeping with his militaristic focus, the leaders he invokes are Oda Nobunaga /I\H RB, Toyotomi 

Hideyoshi BE j5 Sand Tokugawa Ieyasu 06. I i I RB, whom he describes as the "most humane" 

in Japanese history? Evm the most cursory r&ew of the history of the vicious exploits of these 

warlords of the sengoh #m(Waming States) p&od reveds Ikeda's assertion as ludicrous. 

This comment, and others like it, must be vieweâ in context with the est of the book. 

Ikeda is evidently relying on the principle of the authority of the leader as absolute. He 



determines that figures such as Nobunaga, Hideyoshi and Tokugawa leyasu are the "most 

humane", for reasons that are never made clear in the GuidanceMemo. and, acording to his own 

declarations about the sanctity ofhis own office, no one is in a position to argue with hirn. In 

theory, Ikeda could mite uiything he pleased. Opposition to his claims would be branded ha- 

wagoso, a breach of shi-teih, and the opponent would be labeled a traitor and heretic in the 

eyes of the Sbka Gakkai establishment. 

There are other examples of common presumptions redefhed by Ikeda. In discussing 

confionthg problems in the world, he explains a phrase in Japamse, bomd soku &i 

SE. This translates roughly as "troubles becorne happiness." Whm one is confranted with 

difIicdty in life (bonnd #ifi), the solution is to chant the dbimoùu more frequently and with more 

passion. This leads to the great reward of attaining Buddhahood in this lifetime (bodai %a)%. 
Therefore, by this logic, troubles autornaticaily lead to happiness. AU problems in life are 

transfonned into opportunities for achieving Buddhahd. In al of Ikeda's writings, the solution 

prescribed for dl difficulties in iife is more ernphasis on Sôka Gakkai practice; that is, chanting 

daimoku and engaging in shakubuku. AU chalienges to the members and opposition to the group 

as a whole are characterized as chances to reach a state of enlightenment. By this definition, 

negative equais positive. 

Cultivating this mentality in a religious following is a potent tool for its leadership. This 

inverse logic impiies that the more opposition the group enwunters, the greater the possible 

rewards the individual members win believe they will receive. This is a possible expianation for 

why the Sôka Galckai was able to maintain its old membership and expand immensely upon it 

despite great controversy and criticism. It also is an explmation for the massive (and successfirI) 

shakubuku campaigns that were undertaken by a relentlessly iàitffil and energetic Saka Gakkai 

mernôership. Though these reâeânitions of commonly held assurnptions about logic and h u m  

behaviour are beaefiaal to a religious organhtion, it is possible to view them as potentidy 

detrimental to the individuai rnernber. An obvias result of this imposed mentality is a reduced 



capacity for critical thought. That is to say, the member's view of trouble and codct  is inverse 

of that of the rest of society, i.e. that which is "bad" wili ahvays become "good" . The more 

tmubk he or she encounten, the greater the possible reward. lnstead of becoming distraught by 

the hostile reaction of those opposed to S8ka Gakkw the member views each new challenge as a 

chance to prove his or her value as a loyal soldier in the "army of the devout agaiast the forces of 

hell that surrowid us dl the tirne?' if everything is viewed in terms set out by Soka Gakkai, it 

becomes impossible for the individual member to be critical of the organization or its senior 

administrators. Any cnticism of S6ka Gakkai fiom outsiders is seen as an obvious attempt to 

sway the member fiom pursuit of Tme Buddhism, and criticism fiom members is seen as an 

insidious attempt to break the harmony of the group. 

There is another attraction to permering in the face of opposition, retated to Ikeda's 

constant focus on the leadership of the movement. This is the attraction of Sbka Gakkai as a 

forum for social advancement. A primary reward for an individual member who gains numerous 

recruits is advancement in rank within the S6ka GakLai orgmization. The member can go fiom 

being a mere participant in a local zlvkmhi to group leader, district leader, and possibly higher, 

dependhg on how many new members he or she successftlly recruits. The emphasis on 

organizationai efficiency and the importance of leaders in the highiights this 

attraction for the rank-and-fle membership. The message conveyed by this focus on leadership is 

that if you work hard as a loyal S8ka GaWtai adherem, you w i U  gain a position of authority. This 

is a very attractive proposition for rnany members within Soka GaWrai. Many of the people who 

are active within the organization are of a low social status, and are unable, or at least fccl uaable, 

to advance socidy within society at large. Saka Gakkai provides an environment for these 

people to fiel value and rtatus, and the ovenuhelming focus on leadership in the 

indicates that So% Gakkai is aware of this attraction, and is willing to take advantage of it? 

Many of the sociological studies of SOka Gakkai focus on its leadership structure and 
the attraction of Sdka Gakkai as a forum of social advancement. Some of the sources that focus . . - * ** . 
on this aimost exclusively are thust, & S s  Wdson 
and Dobblaere, A7 and White, 9. 



The overall message of the -w is one ofempowennent of the individual 

Sôka Gakkai member. By adhering to the d e s  as they are laid out by Ikeda, members will 

eventually rise to a position of dominance. Following the rules, however, means pledging oneself 

to a subseMent role. In keeping with the reversed logic promoted in Ikeda's book, in order to 

dominate others, one must be dominated by the Saka Gakkai leadership. 

'R~ough the -e m, Ikeda compieted his domination of Saka Gakkai. In his 

texts deaîing with the lineage of the rnovement, such as he rewrote the 

past to conform with his version of the present. In the Guidance Ikeda rewrote not only 

histoy, but the definitions of fundamentat concepts of right and wrong, good and evil. Conflict 

and trouble by dedinition lead to happkss. Democracy is that which is decided by a single 

supreme leader. 

The revisions undertaken by the Soka Gakkai leadership go beyond the historical. 

Historical revision is a launching point for the transformation and direction of more nuidamental 

aspects of human behaviour. The rewriting of history is an exercise in sethg precedent for 

contemporary activity. ûnce an activity has been rationalized by created historical precedent, it 

cm be undertaken with great enthusiasm and a pure conscience. No matter what adversity the 

memba mcounters in pursuing his or her religious practice, the member is content in the 

conviction that the activity is sanctioned by that which is most holy. The individual member does 

not have to fear that his or her actMty is questionable, because that activity was praised and 

upheld by laudable historid figures. Not only is the religious undertaking praiseworthy, it is 

necessary. Those who fàil to confom with the n o m  established by the religious group are 

pursuing a path that has ôeen proven historically to be fiaught with p d  and degradation, and 

they must be convinced by whatever means necessary to comrert to the proper path. 

In the case of Sôka Gaicimi, the a c t ~ t y  of shakubuku is held as necessary for both the 

member and those he or she seeh to convert. The Unportance of convincing all of the nipr-cy 

of the worship of the Dai-Gohonzon through the chanting ofthe daimoku is supportcd tmie and 



again by historical example in S8ka Gakkai texts. As was detded in this study, S6ka Gakkai 

texts describe the dire consequences that befd those who refiise to see the merit of shakubh. 

Activitia undertakm in the prescnt are rationalizcd through the creation of historical 

precedent. The question arises, therefore, as to why these activities are undertaken to begin with. 

Religious activities are driven by the nad of the member to dominate, to secun for thernselves a 

smse of personal power. As has been discussed at Imgth, this domination is an intricate series of 

connections. In reference to s)iakubuky the member seeb to convert others in order to have 

control over them, in this existence and into the future. The reward for performing shakubuku is 

control of those wnverted. Performing shakubuku also entails dominating the Sok Gakkai 

tradition. nie member gains control of the reiigious tradition by coopting sanctioned S8ka 

Gakkai p d c e  to serve his or her personal ambitions. Through practicing shakubuku, the 

member adopts the characteristics and charisma of the Eternal Buddha himseU: Nichiren, thereby 

gaining power and prestige far beyond that which he or she normally possesses. The member 

chants the daimoku to achieve his or ha personai goals, focusing the energy and power of an 

entire tradition to work toward an individulistic need. 

The individual members, however, in order to gain this position of domination over 

others, must be completely subdent to the leadership of the Som O&. The Sbka Gakkai 

president is in a position of complae dominance. Though rewriting the history of the movernent, 

he verifies himself as the exclusive and unquestionable leader. This hiaoricai revision 

encompasses not only that of the Solta Gakkai movernent itself, but Nichiren Sh8shO Buddhism, 

the penonage of Nichiren Iiirnselfas he is treated historicaily, and with that the entire history of 

Buddhism. The S8h G a U  president is subject to nobody. He is n o d y  the head of an 

organization that is pledged to worshipping the Dai-Gohomon as the embodiment of Nichimi as 

the E t d  Buddha. As heod of this organization, he is viewed as the most fâhffil savant of the 

ultimate authority, Nichiren, incarnate as a saaed mandata Howeva, the president is in the 

unique position of being able to rewrite and reinterptet wexy f k t  of doctrine, Iiistory and 

practice that affects the Sôka M. Every activity undertaken, every word spoken by the 

president of Sôka Gakkai is reinforcd by the authority of lgs office as it is sanctioned by holy 

decree, and justifieci through an unbroken lineage traccable to the source of original 



enlightemnent. However, this authority is completely self-referential. Al1 of the written sources 

that invoke this authority, and declare the president as supreme and inviolable are created by the 

president himseK As the exclusive controkr of the nligious tradition of S5ka Gakkai, the 

president is servant of nobody. in effect, it is the Dai-Gohonon that serves him. 

Both of Sbka Gakkai's pst-war pnsidents have bem aware of the power of the writtm 

word. This can be observeci in the fact that al1 texts produced by Saka Gakkai are written by the 

president. Ifthey are aot authored exdusively by the president, they are edited, prefafed, or 

supe~sed by him. Ifa S6ka Gakkai book does not bear his name, it is either simply labeled 

90% ûakkai", or is credited as authored by an official department of the orght ion ,  such as 

the "Saka Gakkai Ky8gakubuN (Saka Gakkai Education Department), in the case of the 

-. There is no other Saka Gakkai author in an office lower than the president 

who produces texts unda the auspices of the Sôka Gakkai. 

Givm what has bem aated above, the ~C~SOIIS for this are obvious. The authority of the 

president is absolute. This means that the president alone is allowed to write history, pass 

judgmmt on events, and comment on their sigmficance. By deciding what is historically 

"correct", the president is able to decide for the present what is good and what is 4. Mer 

establishing Iiis authority as based in a noble historical lineage, the president is able to redefine 

basic logicd assumptions held by his loyal rnembership. He is literally abk to redefine right and 

wrong. The presidem decides for the individual mmibers what good judgments and meritorious 

activities are, and what constitutes violations of sacred law. There is no one within the 

o r g h t i o n  who is in a position to argue against the decisions made by hun, as such arguments 

constitute the graves offénces there are in the Solra Gakkai milieu. 

The decisions made by the individuai at the top of this hierarchy of domination account for 

the discrepancies between the two pst-war presidencies, both of whom clah to be perFect 

exempiars of the Nichiren Shoshü tradition. As absolute authorities, any discrepancy wîth the 

past regime can be explaiaed away, justifieci, or simply ignored by the incubent. As the 

unquestionable doniinator of the Nichiren Shôslni tradition, every word delivered by the S3ka 

Gakkai president is tantamount to the words of Nîchircn tiimself. The words of the president are 

thdore the words of the Etenial Buddha himself. 



Givm this outlook, it is not surprishg that Ikeda Daisaku has been quoted as saying "1 am 

d e r  of Japan, the supreme authorifl." From the point of Mew of S8ka Gakkai, this is 

unquestionably the mth. 

" White, So-, p. 229. 
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